
Introduction

Ease of use and a whole home pro audio experience 
were of paramount importance to the client in this 
14,000 square foot home located on 90 acres of land 
in Castle Pines, Colorado. He wanted a system that 
would make a huge impact on his guests when he 
hosts fundraisers and special events. To accomplish 
this, all lighting, audio, video, and security, from the 
guesthouse and pool house, to the garages that house 
the client’s luxury automobiles, were fully automated 
with Crestron through one simple interface.  

High-End Automation Delivers High 
Impact on Guests

Castle Pines, CO 

The challenge

Integrate a whole home automation system with 
high-impact AV for entertainment in a huge space with 

challenging acoustics, including ceilings as high as 30 
feet and many stone and wood surfaces.  

The solution

Collaborate with the homeowner to create an 
incredibly easy-to-use control system with high-end, 

whole house audio and a pro audio line  
array experience.
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Results

With the help of Logic Integration, this Colorado 
homeowner was able to seamlessly integrate state-of-

the-art Crestron automation and control technology 
to create a stunningly intelligent home for entertaining. 

The client was so pleased with the quality and 
functionality of the system that he worked with Logic 

to outfit three of his other homes with Crestron  
based systems. 

Featured Products

• DigitalMedia™ Transmitter 201 
DM-TX-201-C

• 4K DigitalMedia Receiver & Room Controller 100 
DM-RMC-4K-100-C

• Essence® 6.5" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speakers 
Essence_IC6

• Aspire® 6.5" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speakers 
Aspire_IC6 

• 7" Touch Screen 
TSW-750

• 10.1” Touch Screen 
TSW-1050

• 20” HD Touch Screen Display 
TSD-2020

• HDBaseT® Certified 4K DigitalMedia Input Card w/
Downmixing for DM® Switchers 
DMC-4K-C-DSP

• Cameo® Keypad, Standard Mount 
C2N-CBD-P-W-S

Technology

The client wanted his home automation system to 
perform a variety of advanced functions without 

being overly complicated. Having all the technology 
blend seamlessly into the space and complement 

the modern décor was a high priority, as well as 
having the technology inside the home also available 

outdoors including in the pool area. Denver based Logic 
Integration built the system on Crestron technology 
to create an incredibly easy-to-use system with AV, 
lighting, and security control throughout the home.

One of the key features of the project is the custom 
user interface, designed with the client’s specific needs 

in mind. Everything is easily controllable system from 
Crestron touch screens throughout the home, and from 

an iPad®. 


